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and people, we must reach the inevitable conclusion that the
time for exclusive reliance on the goodwill and efforts of the
Japanese Government, as contrasted with the Japanese military,
is past. Hitherto we in the Embassy have aimed to follow, as far
as reasonable, a policy of avoiding words or actions which might
tend to irritate the military. In view of the determined attitude
of the American Government and people, I believe that more
is now to be gained by discreetly conveying this present attitude
to the Japanese Government and people in order to offset the
prevailing feeling in Japan (at least prevailing before my de-
parture in May) that in the last analysis the United States will
back down. I do not now think that we will back down, and I
believe that the efforts of the Embassy should now be directed
towards letting that fact gradually penetrate to the Japanese
consciousness. Only danger, and no good, can come from leaving
the Japanese under a misapprehension on that score. But those
efforts of the Embassy will have to be carried out with discretion.
During the past summer the Department of State was seriously
considering writing another strong note to Japan, but Mr. Dooman
advised against it and I supported him, on the ground that such
a note would do no practical good and would merely anger the
military, and that the record of our position was already complete.
I did, however, take the position that something should be done
to bring before the Japanese people the facts regarding the de-
predations against Americans and American interests by the
Japanese military in China.
Those facts, so far as I am aware, are not generally known even
by influential Japanese, who are therefore inclined to regard
American opposition to Japan and Japanese policy and to " the
new order in East Asia," as arbitrarily based on what they consider
to be obsolete legal technicalities on the one hand and a traditional
sympathy for China on the other. If any movement is to be
started by influential Japanese to restrain the military in their
efforts to force American interests out of China (I have in mind,
for instance, the members of the Privy Council, who presumably
are influential), those Japanese must first become aware of the
determined attitude of the American Government and public
and the facts on which that attitude is based. As long as mis-
apprehension on those points continues to exist, we can hardly
expect constructive steps to be taken to improve our relations.
It is, of course, questionable whether any constructive steps or
effective steps can be taken to curb the military, but we must not
let that desideratum go by default.
There must be no tone of threat in our attitude. To threaten
the Japanese is merely to increase their own determination. The
attitude of the American Government and people must be pre-
sented merely as a patent fact which exists and should therefore
be given full weight in formulating Japanese policy.
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